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Learn defensive techniques from the
World Champions
Re-issue of a classic book which every
club-player should have
Written by a highly experienced
International Master

Many books discuss how to attack in chess, but resourceful defensive play is also a vital ingredient in competitive success.
This is an area largely neglected in the literature of the game.
This book fills the gap admirably. Following a survey of general defensive methods in chess, Dr Colin Crouch
investigates the techniques of World Champions Emanuel Lasker and Tigran Petrosian, both highly effective defenders.
Lasker would place myriad practical obstacles in the opponent’s way, and was a master of the counterattack. Petrosian
developed Nimzowitsch’s theories of prophylaxis to a new level. His opponents would find that somehow their attacking
chances had been nullified long before they could become reality.
Comparative Titles:
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About the Author:
International Master Dr Colin Crouch is a highly experienced chess-player from England who has written well-regarded
books about openings, endgames and middlegame theory. His game annotations have appeared in several major chess
magazines, including Inside Chess and Chess Monthly.
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